Abstract-We introduce a centralized joint network-deterministic algorithm for construction of linear network channel coding scheme for maximized throughput and error-correcting codes that attain the Singleton bound. increased robustness against link failure in a Koetter and Medard in [3] defined link failure pattern as communication network. We introduce RNCJ(h,k) to an error pattern, in which a subset of links fail to transmit multicast k independent data in a directed and acyclic data. They demonstrated that in a network with multicast network with capacity h, k < h. The redundancy through rate of h, there exists a receiver-based coding scheme, path diversity increases the resistance of the network which provides rate k < h for all link failure patterns that against link failure. An improved version of RNCI, do not reduce the capacity below k. In [5] a method to find RNC2(h,k), is introduced to guarantee the rate k for h-k such a solution is introduced, where it is required that flow failures. The proposed schemes exploit the network prior to the network code design, all the corresponding structure for code design, which results in a manageable link failure patterns are determined. In this scheme, the design complexity.
improvement to the proposed scheme is introduced, which the flows of any two receivers may have common edges. guarantees the rate k for h-k flow failures. Finally, the results An edge that is present in at least one flow is referred to as are presented in section V.
an active edge.
In the second step, fixing the flows, RNCJ determines the II. PROBLEM DEFINITION transmission strategy in the network. There are h edge-A network can be represented by a graph G=(V,E), which is disjoint flows from the source to each of the receivers. assumed to be directed and acyclic. V represents the set of The transmitter sends h symbols to each of the receivers nodes and E is the set of links or edges. We assume that each as combinations of the k independent symbols in X. edge has unit capacity. If an edge between two nodes has a Receiving any k-element subset of h symbols is enough to positive integer capacity of c, we consider c parallel edges of extract all data.
unit capacity between two nodes. Thus, an edge e E E can be As in [5] , the set Ct is defined for receiver t, consisting of represented by e = (u, v, i) where u = tail(e), v = head(e) and h edges transmitting h symbols to this receiver. The set of i indicates the edge number. Each node v E V, has some input the global encoding vectors of these edges, corresponding edges represented by the set FI (v) . Consider a multicast to the transmitting symbols, is denoted by Bt. The set Bt session in the network with a transmitter s E V and a set of must have the property that each of its k-element subsets receivers T c V. We assume that the transmission in the forms an independent set of vectors. We refer to this network is synchronous.
property as k-independence. To initialize the algorithm,
The source generates a set of k independent data symbols we add a new node s' to the network and connect it to s X = {x1,..., Xk }, which must be transmitted to all receivers. with h directed edges from s' to s. Therefore, we have the The local encoding vector of the edge e, denoted by me (.), new graph G' =(V', E') with V' = V u {s'}, and represents the combination coefficients of the input edges of E' = E u {(s', s,)..., (s', s, h)} . The set Ct is initialized by the tail(e). The symbol on the edge e is constructed from the the set of added edges, {(s', s,1),..., ( and applying network coding, h = cmulcast units of data can be The following theorem determines a bound for the transmitted to all the receivers in a multicast session. Any link probability of success in designing me as a function of the failure may reduce the capacity of the network in some field size. durations of time. In these durations, the algorithms for Theorem 1: In RNCJ(h,k), if the coefficients of me are transmitting rate h collapses and as the coding techniques selected randomly from the finite field F, the probability combine the data symbols, it may lead to missing all the data. of k-independence of the sets Ct, t E Q(e), is given by Here, we introduce an algorithm designed based on the h-I T network structure, which increases the overall resistance of the
network against link failure. We refer to this algorithm as k-I |F| Robust Network Coding 1 (RNCJ). provides a diversity (redundancy) of size h-k, which Proof-The flows of a receiver are disjoint, thus determines the robustness of the network code against link |Q(e) < T Therefore, the coefficient candidates for me failure. To exploit this redundancy effectively, we propose the following algorithm. The algorithm is based on a centralized are at most checked for T receivers Consider the approach, and is inspired by the work of Jaggi et al. [5] . receiver t E Q(e), and Ct and Bt that are to be updated However, the ideas and techniques presented for robust for the edge e. In Ct, 172 (e) is replaced by e. The vector network code design could also be cast into other design algorithms.
me is selected randomly. Using equation 1, we examine a The design of RA[CJ(h,k) involves two steps. The first step is candidate of b(e) for k-independence for the updated Bt . to find h flows from the source to each of the receivers. For Specifically, the vector b(e) with every k-i element subset every receiver t~, we find the set $?t = {f1t ,-,ft}, containing h of the global encoding vectors of h-i other edges in Ct edge-disjoint flows from the source to the receiver t. Note that must construct an independent set. The probability that b(e) fails each test for k-independence is p1 = i/|F|, which is random failure patterns. We observe that the rate of resulteduingLemma4 in ThenmberokIeement successful decoding approaches 100% by increasing the resulted using Lemma i 1n [5] . If we set the success probability of the design of m for edge e Table i presents the performance (rate of successful decoding) failure is a failure pattern in which at least one joint-flow of RNCJ (8,k) in the presence of failure patterns, which reduce fails. Here, we present an improvement to RNCJ, referred the capacity down to k. The results are obtained by evaluating to as RNC2, to overcome joint-failures. In RNC2, in each a sufficiently large number of multi-layer networks with edge e, the local encoding vector, me, is verified for kcapacity 8 in the presence of a sufficiently large number of independence for all t E Q(e) for failure-free and all jointfailure patterns that do not reduce the capacity below k.
Therefore, the constructed code resists all such joint-failure
Now, assume n flows of h flows of the receiver t are joint-Note that the algorithm introduced in [5] , guarantees the flows. R k denotes the set of all joint-failure patterns for the rate k for all link failure patterns, which do not reduce the flows of receiver t that do not reduce the capacity below k. capacity below k. This advantage is achieved at the cost of R denotes the set of joint-failure patterns for receiver t in a substantial increase in the complexity and field size. 
